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No major changes in the general organization of !J!ask Group 

132.1 occurred dusing the period 1 May 1952 to 30 June 1952. It is ’ 

considered that the over-all organizational pattern Of this task group 

is firm except for the probable addit%on of an advisory panel on the 

Task Group Commander’s Staff. It is interesting to note that since 

activation and original planning for the scientific task group organi- 

zation structure there have been no major changes. In fact there have 

been no personnel changes in the various staff positions aud task unit 

commanders since the organization chart was printed on 29 February 1952. 

There have of’ course been some changes in the various scientific pro- 

jects to be conducted. Some of these changes have been based on ex- 

perience gained during the Tumbler-Snapper Operation; other planued 

L 
projects have proven to be infeasible within finaocial,logistic, and 

--‘\ time lircits. 

. 

The administration and “direction” of the various elements of 

this task group are considered to be adequate. Proper dannels for 

technical, operational, administrative, security, and logistic assistance 

have been set up and are being followed. Due to the widely diversified 

nature of the participating agencies composing this task group, i.e. 

governmental, industrial, education& and military, and due to the 

widely separated geographical locations of these elements much of the 

routine administrative and logistic suppOrt is handled by each agency. 

However, 
* 
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. with the proper staff section or task unit commander. Inetructione 

-’ 

and planning information concerning the overseas or operational phases 

of this task group are coordina%ed with participating agencies. 

Several military personnel reported for duty vith this head- 

quarters during this report period. CDR Edward S. Eunaon, USlV, 

and ICDR James B. Jo-on, Jr., USN, have been assigned to I;he J-3 , 

Staff Section. ICDR Johnson is the tack group Communications Officer. 

Lt. col. John W. Lipp, USA, has been assigned as J-4, Military Executive. 

Major Chester D. Steele, USA, also a&gned to the J-4 Staff Section, 

was appointed as TG'l32.1 Liaison Cfficer at Oakland, California. 

Captain F. J. E?Unoz, USA,who was previously the Lia;son Officer at 

Oakland was brought to Los Ala1110s. Captain John J. Cnderko, USA, and 

LTJG Paul. R. Powell, USN, have arrived at Loa Alamos but are awaiting 

"Q"-clearance before they can be fully utilized by this task group. 

B, Administrative Planning for the Overseas Phase 

1. Phasing Overseas 

Although no firm phasing plan for units of this task 

group can be made at the present time, it is presently planned that 

. 

movement overseas will be in three general phases. The forward echelon 

of this task group consisting of representatives of J-l, J-2, J-3, J-4, 

and TU 10 plan to arrive at the Forward Area by early August. l!he 

second group consisting of various key personnel of !CG 132.1 Head- 

quarters will arrive in the Forward Brea by 15 September. The t&d 

general group consisting of staff, task unit, and project personnel 

will in general, move to the Forward Area durslle; August and Septeniber 

with some waiting until October. The earlypha8ingis plannedeothat 

;.y. : . . :.:. 
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scientific personnel, some of whom are already in the Forward Area, 

may be provided adequate services and support for the& projects. 

2. Inst3.7bi0ns aa fnformation for Personnel of 93 132.1 

Traveling to Eniwetok Atoll 

Revised instructions have been issued for dietribution 

to pereonztel of !IG 132.1 who are traveling to the Forward Area. (A 

copy of these instructions is attached as Appendix A to this install- 

ment.) Information ie given concerning identification cards, imuruni- 

zations, contraband articles, personaland hold baggage, mailing 

addresses, emergencies, living expenses, check cashing facilities, 
* 

recommended clothing and equipment, laundry service, recreational 

facilities, storage facilities at Honolulu, and military records and 

allied papers. A final check list and set of inetructiona will accow 

the orders issued for travel. 

3. Travel Outside Continental Limits 

by Mlitary Reserve Personnel and 

Selective Service Syetem 

of the United States 

Registrants under the 

Written permission to travel outside the cqntinental limits 

of the United States must be obtained prior to departure by all military 

reserve pereonnel not on active duty and all persons registered under 

the Universal Military Training and Service Act. !Fhe procedure for 

obtaining such permission from the various branches of service and 

selective service boards has been diereminated to personnel concerned 

, 

. in 

to 
. 

to 

s 132.1. For security 

give only the following 

the Forward Area: 

reasons personnel of Tc 132.1 were informed 

information when requesting permite for trips 



ba: 
Countries to be vieited - Marehall. IelaM~. 
Duration of visit - six (6) months frqm date of 
application. 

c, Individuals or organization represented - name of 
employer. 

d. Nature of businers - development of Pacific Proving 
Grounds. 

4. Personnel A&nini&ration at Eniwetok 

A trip to the Forward Axes was made during the period 

12-26 May 1952 by Lt. Col. H. L. Reshwater, Military Executive, J-1; 

Captain R. J. Pitzer, Headquarters Commandant; and LTJG R. F. Wilson, 

Assistant Headquarter8 Commandant. The purpose of this vieit was to 

plan for the efficient handling of personnel administration in the 

Forward Area. Details of the procedure for receiving per8onne1, the 
I 

details of planning office space and housing, and other phases of ad- 

ministration were discussed with Holmes and Narver and ARC representativee. 

The Headquarters Commandant will establish an office in the Forward 

Area in mid-July. Arriving personnel of TG 132.1 are presently being 

processed by the ARC Resident &nager. When the Headquarters Commandant 

arrives, he will assume the duty of personnel procesU.ng. 

Housing facilities at the Atoll were inepected. Work was in progress 

to repair all plumbing and elei=trical fixtures in the barracks on Parry 

and in general to get them ready for occupancy by arriving personnel. 

A complete inspection was made of the two upper island camps on Teiteiri- 

pucchi and Runit as to present and proposed houeing. It wa8 felt that 

both sites will be adequate to handle the anticipated population. 

An inspection of the TG 132.1 Headquarters building revealed that 

. the building was in good condition but required aone additional parti- 

tioning for pi-a offices. A check was made of the office furniture and 
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it was found in fair condition. 

5. Housing Planning at Kwajalein and Aboar& Ship 

In addition to planning for adequate housing on Eniwetok 

Atoll some estimates have been made concerning requirements at Kmjalein 

and aboard ship. Space will of course be very critical 4n Kwajalein aa 

aboard ship. As of the end of June, the best estimate of housing require- 

ments for TG 132.1 

sonnel. 

Mr. Amand W. 

on Kwajalein was for approxlmetely 140 project per- 
__ 

Kelly inspected the facilities for housing TG 132.1 

personnel aboard the USS Curtiss and USS Estea on 13 June 1952. At this 

time approximately 12 officer grade personnel of TG 132.1 were planning 

on being aboard the Curtiss during the outbound 

len of 

in the 

obtaining more space if required. While 

lagoon during the period from arrival to 

trip. There is no prob- 

the Curtis8 is anchored 

about M-4, xi 132.1 may 

occupy up to 105 spaces in cabins on the Curtiss. It is estimated that 

during this phase TG 132.1 will probably have 30 persons on board. 

During the evacuation the same 105 spaces will be available but approxi- 

mately 17 spaces will be used by VIPs. TG 132.1 .will require approximate- 

ly 83 spaces which 

Mon. 

The billeting 

Force and n; 132.1 

could be increased to 88 if necessary during evacua- 

space on the USS Estes available to ,the Joint !Cask 

included 91 permanent bunks in officers quarteti 

This number could possibly be increased by 150 by using temporary upper 

bunks and an additional 60 if folding cots were to be used in staterooms. 

Allocation of space between JTF 132 and !I% 132.1 has not been determined. 

_ 
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6. Recreational Planning 

In addition to the normal recreational facilities avail- 

able 011 parry bma it is pl-a that the ielands of Japtan ma 

Aaraanbiru will be designated a8 recreational areas for joint uue by 

all elements on Eniwetok Atoll. Japtan haa numerous &&lm trees and 

adequate 8w33mning facilities. Soft ball facilities'are available a$a 

several buildings may be utilized for pereonnel shelter while eating, 

etc. on Aaraanbiru palm trees and other vegetation provide adequate 

shade and good swimming and excellent shell hunting is to be found. 

Tke location of these two islande also will provide areas located 

roughly at the northern and southern halves of the Atoll to which 

crew members from veseels anchored in the lagoon may have fairly 

ready access. 

II. RROCUREMWT 

A. Funds 

Allotments totalling $l,950,000 have been iseued to C!LG 132.1 

for ~rogr- 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. These were Department of Defense Re- 

search and Development funds approved for Ivy for FY 1952 for the 

I joint ABC - DOD programs with the amount referred to above to be 

transferred to the ARC. All other TC 132.1 RW funds have been allocated 

to the various projects. A generalbreakdownoffunds 

ulative obligations, and cumulative expenditure8 as of 

93 132.1 is given below:(l) 

(1). .._.......... . ., 

available, cum- 

30 June 1952 for 

!LG 132.1 Fiscal Report a6 of 30 June 1952. 

::. ‘.‘.‘.’ 
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, CLASSDICATION FUNDS AVAILABLE CUMULATIVE OBLIGATIONS CUMUWL'XVE ExpENDITuIzEs 
'....; 

Maintenance aa Operations 
Travel $33,200.00 a3;g.g. $16,114.31 
Transportation 1,300.00 # . -mm-w 
of things 
Communications ~00.00 ---- 0-r 
TCXLALS (M&O) .35,000.00 3%257.58 16,114.31 

Research and lkvelopment Funds 

Program 3 185,ooo.oo 
AEX 
Project 3.7 

Program4 5o,oOoGoo 
ABC 

Rogram5 550,000.00 
AEX 
Project 5.4~~ 
Project 5.4b 

Program 6 2,140,OOO.OO 
AEC 
Project 6.4b 
Project 6.7a 
Project 6.7~ 
Project 6.10 
Project 6.11 

Ro~am 7 52g,g00.00 
Project 7.1 
Project 7.2 
Reject 7.3 
Project 7.4 
Project 7.5 
Project 7.6 

Rogram 8 450,000.00 
AEC 
Project 8.5 

Program g 38&000.00 
Project 9.2 
Project 9.3 
Project 

-program11 
9.4 

212,500.oo 
Project 11.1 
Project 11.2 
Project 11.3 
Project 11.4 

Tw-(R&D) 
$4,502,400.00 

150,0oo.oo 
35,ooo.oo 

5O,Ooo.~O 

15o,oOo.oo 
245,OOO.OO 
155,ooo.oo 

1,413,500.00 
100,000.00 
216,500.oo 
-w--- 

160,000.00 
250,ooo.oo 

115,ooo.oo 
140,000.00 
80,000.00 
50,000.00 
64,ooo.oo 
80,ooo.oo 

200,000.00 
250,ooo.oo 

175,ooo.oo 
170,000.00 
4o,ooo.oo 

55,905.oo 
21,595.w 
~,aOO.oo 
97,ooo.oo 

150,ooom 
W--W- 

50,ooo.oo 

150,000.00 
25,ooo.oo 

1,413,5oo.oo 
100,000.00 
216,5oo.o0 

rr”N 

-- 

--- 

--- 

-N-m- 

-m-r- 

--II) 

---I 

-- 

5?,905*oo 
27,595*00 
32;OoO.oO 
i97,000.00 

_ $2,517t500.00 

_ 
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Secretary of Defense Contingency Fund - 

Ivy Badges 1,~00.& .” 

.;;486_5d . . 

l&86.50 
'Documentary 147JOO.00 145,691.57 598.43 
Photography 
(m 9) 
FUmBsdges 2,500.oo 1,040.00 1,040.00 
(TU 7) 
H&NSupport &OOO.OO 40,000.00 40,000.00 
of DCD projects 

1p1,000.00 
(Contingency 3U.v3) 

ltw,Utl.O7 

Task Croup 132.1 submitted to Joint Task Force its estimated 

requirements of extra military 

year 1953* Over-all estimates 

Classification 

Ravel 
Transportation of 
Communications 
Rad-Safe 
TOTKL 

Oz operational funds for the fiscal . . 

of these expenses are given below:. 

Amount 

$199,508.86 
things 6,ooo.oo 

600.00 

During this period the fund requirements of the various programs 

were surveyed to determine whether additional Reeearch and Development 

funds would 

year 1953. 

funds would 

Project 6.4b 
Project 6.7a 
Reject 6.7~ 
Project 7.2 
Project 7.3 
Project 7.5 
Project 11.4 
Task Unit 7 
TOTAL 

be required 

This survey 

be required 

to complete Ivy Programs during the fiscal 

revealed that the following aaaitiom 

during fiscal year 1953: 



. 

- 

B. Procurement of Personnel 

As of the end of June approximately PC per cent of the, 

personnel required by this task group had been procured. Of the 

134 military personnel requested on a permanent 

Ivy, all but 7 have reported for duty. However 

ing for duty, 24 still require a "Q'-clearance. 

basis for Operation 

of the number report- 

A request was made to the Commander, JTF 132 for a policy 

for handling draft deferment requests..for civilisn personnel of this 

task group. During Operation Greenhouse the Joint Task Force had 

established contact with a representative of General Hershey's Staff 
._ 

in the Selective Service System-for the purpose of expediting requests 

for draft deferment of key civilian personnel. As 8 result.of this 

contact, services of irreplaceable personnel were preserved for the 

duration of the operation. As a result of this request a conference 

was held between representatives of JTF-132 and the IVational Selective 

Service Headquarters. It was agreed that the general policies and 

procedures in effect during Operation Greenhouse would.rema5.n in effect. 

It has been pointed out to members of this task group who are presently 

classified I-A that an jmmediate attempt should be made by the employer 

to obtain an occupational deferment. 

c. Progress in Procurement of Scientific and Technical Equipment 

The procurement of scientific and technical eitipment for Ivy 

is progressing fairly satisfactorily. 

ment have been on order for some time 

livered. Cne of the last major Items 

expansion engine from the Worthington 

All of'the major items of equip- 

and most of them have been de- 

to be received wae'the first 

Pump Compare. Constant check 

t 
. 

::,.;: 
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and follow up was instigated by the J-4 Staff on this item. The engine 

was flown to Eniwetok in order to meet planned scheduZ??s of the cry00 

genies plant in the Forward Area. Its arrival at Eniwetok completed 

the shipment of the equipment needed for the cryogenics plants. 

There is of course, still a constant flow of requests from 

Los Alamos and other continental laboratories and from the Forward 

Area for many small items of equipment and supplies. These are being 

handled as expeditiously as possible.with the most urgent consigned 

to the Forward Area b;- air. 

Special arrangements were made during June to air transport 

45,600 1% of "mud" for the Project 11.3 drilling operation. 

III. LOSISTICS -_ 

A. Status of the Logistics Program 

In general the over-all logistics program of !l!G 132.1 is 

progressing satisfactorily. Clearances have been obtained for all 

officers assigned to this activity and their services are now being 

fully utilized. CaptainF. J.Munozwas brought to Los Alamos and 

Wjor Chester D. Steele was assigned to the TG 132.1 

position at Oakland inan effort to 

assigned to the J-4 Staff Section. 

in their new positions. Major PauI 

part of July to be a representative 

Forward Area. 

more efficiently 

Both are working 

w. 

of 

LiLaison Officer 

use officers 

out very well 

Stuart Will Leave the latter 

the logistics group in the 

The stockroom on Parry Island will 

by the end of July. This stockroom has been 

basis since early June. 
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The sailing of IJSIB Sgt. Fendleton was aelsyea approximately 

10 days due to a breakdown requiring major repairs. This delay required 

that certain critical supplies be diverted to air shipment by WTS. 

Lt. Col. John W. Lipp visited several of theWZencies of 

this task group to discus8 property accountability, marking ma ship- 

ment of property through port to the overseas test site ma return,' 

and any anticipated logistic problems of these units. 

signee combinations assigned to various task unitsand 

132.1 were distributed to participating agencies. 

B. Planning for Movement Overseas 

Air and water transportation requirements for 

and equipment are forecast each month and forwarded to 

Lists of con- 

pro jeclx of TG 

both personnel 

the Joint Task 

Force for consolidation with other task group requirements. These 

forecasts of requirements cover .a period of 3 to 6 months in advance 

and are altered each month to present as accurate a picture as possible 

of known shipments. 

An estimate of personnel movement to the P0rvara Area aa 

outlying islands for the period July through October for !lE 132.1 

military, civilian, and Holmes and Narver personnel is given below: 

July . 

Military 
civilian 
Holmes& 

August 
Military 
Civilian 
Holmes & 

September 
Military 
Civilian 
'Holmes & 

34 
39 

Xarver 133 

63 
107 

Narver 98 

144 
262 

Narver 75 

::. : 1.:. 

: 
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October 
Military 135 
civilian 
Holmes & Narver 1s 

A special Air Mssion flight 

35 key personnel of 9% 132.1 

September 1952. 

has been arranged to transport approx%m&eiy 

Headquarters to the Forward Area on 8 
- 

Special arrangements have been made for shipment by surface 

vesael of some of the larger items of equipment. Two liberty ships, 

the USNS Sgt. Jack Pendleton and the_USNS Pvt. Joseph Merrill, have 

been tentatively appointed by IGTS to sail from Oakland on 2 Aurust 

and 21 August respectively, for the transportation of the large Cam- 

bridge Corporation dewars. Y’s, Warner of Cambridge Corporation plans 

to brief the ship's personnel on hadling procedures for the dewars 

when the ships are at Oakland. The dewars have been reduced in height 

by a few inches and this should facilitate shipping problems. 

As mentioned in a previous installment the USS Curtis8 will 

transport all components of the Mike device with necessary spare parts 

with the King Shot device. bating feasibility tests of the 

components have been made. 

Iv. SECURITY 

A. Status of the Security Program 

for work 

basic 

The J-2 Section bf TG 132.1 has a Forward Area security repre- 

sentative presently stationed on Parry Ieland. Prior to '1 Septeniber 

1952 an office will be activated in Building 222 on Parry Island by 

. 

three additional men for the purpose of aEleemblin& recording, a@ 

_ 
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issuing all Ivy identification badges aa related forms. All special 

badge office equipment was shipped on 10 June 1952. ,On or-about 1 

September the Assistant Chief of Staff, J-2 will eetablieh hie office 

on Parry Island adjoining the badge office. 

Pre-shot activities will consist in maintaining required 

security clearance status for all Forward Area Ivy personnel, fur- ’ 

nishing identification badges, and monitoring accompl@ment of 

current security directives. Post-shot activities will include pro- . . 

visions for safe return of samples, dutiea relative to roll-up opera- 

tions such as termination of clearances, termination statements where 

appropriate, and return of badges. 

One security.representative will be stationed on the USS 

Curtis6 throughout the operation. In addition, it i6 pl-a t0 

station two men on the USS Estes, one on the USS Rendova, and three 

on tne transport during evacuation. 

As of the end of June there were approximately 1750 "Q"- 
. 

clearances in effect for TG 132.1 and approximately 300 in process. _- 

The arrival of uncleared military personnel for duty at I06 Alamo6 

has been a serious handicap to this task group and presents a morale 

problem for 
. 

be admitted 

the men concerned while awaiting clearance. They cannot 

to the Tech Area at Los Alamos and hence their services 

are limited. Waining for their prospective duties is difficult. Every 

effort is being made by the Joint Task Force to cut clearance time 

down to a minimum and each case ie followed up to amure that there 

will be no undue delays. It is pl-a 

new "Qn-clearances will be requested. 

that after 1 August 1952 no 

_ 
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B. Planning for the &r-Site Phase 

The date for the implementation of the over-all badge 

system has been changed to 1 September 1952 rather than 1 August 

1952 88 or$.ginally planned. Ivy badges will be ieeued to certain 

personnel aboard the USS Curtisa prior to this date. 

The Ivy Forward Area Identification Plan has been forwarded 

to Joint Task Force 132 and approved. This plan provides for indict 

tion by color code the type clearance the wearer has and the area 
_. 

to which he has access. Access to operational areas et Eniwetok 

Atoll, Kwajalein Atoll, or afloat, which are designated as "Operational" 

or "~c1usion" will be limited to wearers of Ivy security identification 

badges consist&g of a colored insert laminated in plastic and equipped 

with a spring clip. Secondary identification such as access lists 

and exchange badges will be required for access to Exclusion areas. 

Badges will normally be procured, assembled, and issued by CD3 132.1 

upon delegation of such-operational responsibility by CJTF-132. 

Badges will normally be issued to all nQ" and“%" cleared 

persons who have need for access to classified areas as&& and afloat, 

and to NAC cleared personnel stationed on Kwajalein. Eadges will not 
-_ 

be issued to MC cleared personnel stationed on Eniwetok Island. 

Badges will not be issued to personnel stationed afloat unless their 

duties require access to operational areas, ashore or afloat. Appro- 

priate badges, "Temporary" and "VIP", may also be issued to other 

personnel as required by exigencies of the situation. 

c. Holmes and Narver Personnel Security Processing 

Statistics maintained by Holmes and Namer Security Divieion 

for a four week period indicate that an average of 100.63 days is 

._ 
1.’ .: 
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required to process a clearance from the date the clearance request 

is submitted to AEC until the date the nQn-clearance is granted. a 

A+$wWM%. It is expected that this t&e will be reduced since there 

is a &crease in the backlog of individuals to be cleaz%L 

The status as of 15 June of Holmes and Namer personnel 

clearance is as follows: 

Number of “P”-approved personnel on overseas pajrroll 212 
Number of “Qkleared personnel on overseas payroll 1’0;; 
Number of ?P”-approved personnel in %he home office 
Number of “Q”-cleared personnel in the home office 235 

v. TRAINING 

A. Tumbler-Snapper Trading <_ 

Operation Tumbler-Snapper which was completeddkng this 

report period provided excellent training for many of the personnel 

concerned with Operation Ivy. Vany of the ideas ma methods aa 

much of the equipment were tested under field conditions. The results 

are now being evaluated and several revisions of the Ivy program may 

be attributed to lessons learned at Nevada. These revisions will be 

discussed in some detail in the Test Programs portion of this install- 

ment (Sec. VII). 

The F-&G aircraft participation in cloud sampling missions 

during Operation Snapper gave first-hand.experience for those who 

will fl;v cloud penetrations awing Operation Ivy. Studies of the 

dependence of airplane contamination on surface treat&nt -a studies 

of major sources of background radiation-after cloud penetration were 

made. The results of these studies will be appl&:ea 6 &creasing the 

background radiation on the F-8&le on Ivy. The new-type fuel-carrying 

_ 
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win@; tank filters showed an improvement in sampling performance 

over the old type. In several shots these new filter tanks 

allowed samples to be obtained when condttions were such tha& no 

samples would have been obtained with the old units. Prior to 1 

October details of the Ivy sampling operation will be worked out and 

practiced in dry runs with the airplanes. The we of a ~-36 as an 

observer airplane for sampling control has been discussed with l'G 

132.4 and agreement reached as to the general principles involved 

in its use. 

It was found as a result of Tumbler-Snapper experiments that 

certain methods and techniques planned for Ivy would need major re- 

vision. Program 2 experiments may be cited as examp+. Projects 

2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 have been greatly changed from the techniques 

originally pja=ed. 

- 18 - 
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Familiarization with equipment wed on Tumble:-Snapper 

detection of methods of improvement were a valuable p&t of the 

' training program for Operation Ivy. Some of the equipment operated 

satisfactorily and will be used on Ivy without change.= Other equip- .! -_ 

ment will require further laboratory testiag and radical modification 

prior to its use in Ivy. 

B. Transport Dewar and Cryogenic Operational T&As 

Cambridge Corporation has participated in several filling 

and test convoy runs with the transpdd dewars. Teete have been 

conducted both at Boulder and at I&s Alamos on six of the deware to '. 

be used in Operation' Ivy. Careful studies of boil-off rates, hazards 

of operation, techniques for convoying, aa operating chsrecterietics : 

of the refrigeration system have been made. Several minor problems 

were discovered and minor modifications accomplished. Cambridge 

Corporation took part in the cryogenics tests at Los &Amos and the \, 

dewar's capability to transport liquid hydrogen over long distancee < 

was demonstrated. 

system were conducted in June. These tests included trial hydrogen 

fillings of the reflex system. The piping system is being revised 

as a result of the experience gaiaed In the filling operations. 

Another hydrogen filling is scheduled for 

piping layout will duplicate the proposed 

as possible. 

July. At this time the 

Eniwetok layout as clorrely 

_ ,. 
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-2’ VI. CmSTRUCTION . 

A. Eniwetok Construction 

1. Status as of 15 June 1952(2) 

The construction of H. L. John&onve Building 344 is 

approximately 55 per cent complete. The Butler Building ie complbte 

except for doora. The nitrogen plant has been completed and is DOW 

undergoing initial tests. The target date for the breakgin rum for 

the new hydrogen llqu&efier ie mid-July. Conetruction of the Cambridge . 

. 

(2)..__._.._.________ 
Holmes and Namer Monthly Narrative Report - 15 Jime 1952. 
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Corporation dewar storage sheds (Bldg. 340, A through H) is 37 per 

cent complete. Units A, C, and E have been erected snd Unit A is 

ready for sheathing. Cambridge Corporation's maintenance building 

(Bldg. 341) is 45 per cent complete. !I!he 20-toncr9is fnplace. 

The CMR Shop (Bldg. 342) is eesentially complete and the 

shop within the Administrative Compound (Bldg. 193) is approximdtel~ 

93 per cent complete. Ykhine_s_ 

The dismantling of the 

pucchi is 75 per cent complete. 

aa t001~ have been inrrtaued. 

two 75-it steel tower! on Teitelri- 
. . 

The upper islrna temporary camp 

facilities are essentially completed. !L'he turning baain and jetty 

channel are complete. 

The Elugelab to Bogon causeway including the coaxial cover 

is 75 per cent complete. The removal of buildings aa 

Japta.n for storage on Parry is 91 per cent complete. 

An estimate of the per cent of completion for 

ings on Parry Island as of 15 June 1952 followa: 

equipment from 

~i0~6 mild- 

me Holmes and Narver estimate Of the over-all construction 

completed as of 15 June was 74 per cent aa compared with a scheduled 

. : 
:.:.:.. : 
:;::. 



, 71 per-cent. Construction for the scientific program8 ha8 progressed 

slowly due to lack of information on the requirements and changes in 

the programs. It is now hoped that with the approval of drawings for 

several scientific stations the pace of work in the northern islands 

will be increased concurrent with the gradual completion of the CN3 

Area at parry* 

2. Cut-off for %bmission of Construction Requirements 

AS of 1 July 1952 the Manager, Santa Fe tierations 'Office 

stated that it appeared that requests could no longer be accepted from __ 

the various scientific users for new construction which is not already 

in process of design, procurement, or construction. The following 

reasons for the above decision were given: (1) Because of "Q"- 

clearance requirements, Holmes and Carver construction force at the 

site cannot be augmented and therefore must complete the work in 

process with the force presently on hand. (2) The remaining time 

for construction is too short to allow for stateside procurement and 

subsequent construction, particularly in view of the fact that the 

construction of the.work in hand Will overrun the 1 October completion 

date, probably to within a very few days of Mike Day. (3) $he present 

overload of scientific structures points up that serious deficiencies 

in the support labor pool for the users may be expected If additional 

. _ 

work is requested. (4) It appears that the overrun of the construction 

completion date will impose an additional personnel evacuation load on 

an already overcrowded situation. 

However it was stated that construction of relatively 

minor scope which is determined to be an urgent and highly important 

project could be accomplished provided some other project of less importance 

. 
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was dropped. Any new item would have to be capable of being coxutructed 

.from stockpile materials already at the site. 

B. Status of Other Construction and Fabrication 

During this period the fabrication of the Mike device wae 

rapidly nearing completion. 

begun during the latter part of June and although ACF was somewhat 

behind schedule, this did not seem to be too serious a delay. 

As of the end of June aix Cambridge Corporation dewars had 

been completed and tested. It does not appear that Cambridge Corpora- 

tion will have difficulty in providing the eight deware planned for 

use on Operation Ivy. 

. 
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VII. Tm 

The 

including 

(3) 
TZST PiXOGRAM C- 

statua of tiie Ivy experimental projects a8 of'the end of June 

revisions to tile experiments brought about by knowledge gained 

during the Tumbler-Snapper Operation is given below: 

PROGRAM1 RADICCHEMISTRY 

The final specifications of the internal ratiochemical detectors 

to be used by Project 1.2 have been fixed. In general, these detectors 

are the same as those mentioned in previous installments but vary in 

-Dr. Harold Plank of Project 1.3 is making arrangement8 for com- 

paratively simple back-ups on the air sampling.for Mike Shot. He plans 

to arrange containers which will allow for the collection of radioactive 

water after the shot if there is difficulty tith the airplane samplipg. 

This water sampling would not be by remote control. He also plans to 

arrange for two blower-type air samplere, one to be on Bogallua, the other 

to be on Engebi. Tne details of these collectors are not yet available. 

fsJ Letter from W. E. 
Program", J-12'7% 
and June 1952. 

Ogle to A. C. Graves, "Recent Ciwgee in the Zvy 
dated 10 July 1952 and.Unit Status Reports - May 
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The radiation integrating instruments designed aud built by P-l of 

USL (Watts) for tile T-33 jet fighter proved to be very satisfactory 
C- 

during %bler-Snapper. WitLi these instrumente it waa possible to control 

radiation exposures to a z 10 per cent correspondence with film badge 
results. The integrating instruments designed for tne F&G for use, on 

Ivy demonstrated a number of minor faults xhich made them subject to 

frequent failure. Tnese difficulties are being inveetigated by P-l 
. . 

and will be corrected by the time the instmments are used on Ivy. 

The new-type fuel-carrying wing tank filters snowed an improvement 

ix sampling performance over the old type. In several shots these new 

f'ilter tanks allowed samples to be obtained when conditions were such 

teat no samples would rlave been obtained with the old units. Both T-33A 

and ~-84~ units were satisfactory as filter equiment. The new-type 

transport equipment for the filter panels worked well aad provided 

adequate shielding. This equipment can be used without change on Ivy. 

Studies on the use of protective clothing for crew members &osed 

to radioactivity are being actively pursued. Calculations are being 

reviewed on the basis of recent guesses as to relative amounts of high- 

yield radioactive species which will be present in the cloud. 

PROGRAM 2 PROGRESS OF Tii hVCLEAR REACTION 
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Tne experiment geometry for King Shot hae been slightly modified. 

. A platform detector station (Sta.4) 2,000 f% from ground zero will house 

three detectors. Station 6A will be used as a detectok- station with two 

detectors mounted on top of it. Tne recording station wild. be Station 

6B, w;?ich is about 100 ft from 6A End 3,700 f-b from Station h. The 

ground distance between ground zero and recording station is 5,741 ft. 

. A coverage- is possible witii the present geometry and 

-26- 
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detectors. The region between break and peak has 

Three photocell and two photomultiplier detector6 

gx, three Tw, 8nd three 1056 indicators. 

overlapping coverage. 

willbe used with four 

For Project 2.5 a dual transit-time transmitter ~$11 be installed 

on a tail-plate on King prior to its departure from t&XI. Dual 

transit-time receivers will be installed in each of two B-50's prior to 

tlleir leaving tile ZI. Upon arrival of the King unit and the B-50*8 at 

Kwajalein, t::e transmitters and receivers will be checked, using the 

C-121 and t-e island's (and/or Curtiss') facilities. 

PPOGRM; 3 SCIEKTIFIC P~OTOGRAPXY 

Pilot experiinents at Tumbler-Snapper have led to minor changes in 

t>e zot-spot experiment for Operation Ivy. Tne colJ.imating pipes out 

from the bomb will be 35 ft long instead of 20 ft and will be filled 

witi; i:elium. Tl'e cAnges are made in order to reduce the probability 

of interference from light attenuation in the air and from Teller light. 

An additional observation will be made at the top end of the deuterium 

section in order to obtain three points on the shock position vs time 

curve at that level. 

It has been decided t:?at the fabrication of the collimating tubes 

will be accomplished at Los Alamos. This will have the advantage of 

close control in anticipation of minor revisions that may be deemed 

necessary. Since the specifications for these tubes have been revised, .-. 

they will not be available for the work at Buffalo, N. Y. Thte collimating- 

tube scaffold has been completed by the Patent Scaffolding Co., Inc., 

Long Island, N. Y., inspected, crated for overseas shipment, and 
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transported to Buffalo for assembly studies. Even though the tubes 

will not be available, the scaffold will be used to obtain 

picture of space requirement. 
! 

Design of the hot-spot and case-motion camera shelter 

a true 

(=a. 3a 

on Bogallua has been completed, approved, and construdtion started. 

PROGRAM4 IEXJTRONKEASCFE3ENTS 

Tne neutron measurement studies..conducted during%&eration Tumbler- 

Snapper proved very satisfactory. It is planned to proceed with the 

neti electronics system designed for these tests. Some additional lab- 

oratory development will be necessary because of the non-Umearity 

experienced in the extremely nigh flux regions. Tne detectors provided 

good data upon analysis at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The 

detectors planned 

Operation. 

Considerable 

for Ivy were field-tested at the Tumbler-Snapper 

design work and testing were carried out on a device 

by means of a helicopter. 

copper plate which permitted 

intended to permit recovery of neutron ssinples 

T,?e design utilized the blast-for removal of a 

a spring-loaded pick-up hoop, attached to the samples, to move into . 

tiew for recovery by the helicopter crew. Prelfm4 models were 

tested at Nevada for blast and thermal effects in &Lone of extreme 

conditions. As a result of these tests it was found that,the blast 

effects are too severe, especially close to zero where the helicopter 

scheme would prove advantageous. It would be difficult to develop the 

necessary structures so that they would remain properly oriented and 

still maintain reasonable over-all costs for the progrsm. It is now 
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planned that a cable recovery system using boats from t&e lagoon side 

of the island will be used. 

Planning for the construction of the detector sample string now 

includes a main line cable, 1 in. thick, beginning at 200 yd from ground 

zero, then l/2-in. cable will be spliced on the l-in.; cable at * 

the 2,500-yd station. Starting at 200 yd, at every 50 yd will be 

placed a 2-in. pipe extending at least 5 f% above ground level or ., 

higii-tide mark, as applicable. At each station a l-in. pig-tail cable <- 

made of plowshare steel will be woven into the main cable and extend 

wit;; some slack up to the top of tine corresponding pipe. There will 

be a loop made in the end of the pig tail and tinis loop will be sus- 

pended from tie top of tile pipe with a 

tail will be woven into tize main cable 

Project 4.3 has been dropped from 

addition of Project 2.6. 

PROGMM 5 GAMMA-RAY KRAS-NTS 

light steel hook. Tne pig 

pointing away from zero. 

the program because of tne 

Plans are now being made to turn over Project 5.3 to Livermore, 

a group at the Radiation Laboratory of the University of California 
._ 

at Berkeley. It has been proposed that this group finish designing 

and building the equipment necessary, for these measurements and carry 

out the measurements in tie field. 

Project 5.b has had the number of land sampling stations reduced 

from 8 to 5, and Project 5.4b h&s had the number of land stations 

requiring iiolmes and Narver construction reduced from 33 to 12. 

Ziowever, Holmes and Narver is being requested to provide labor to 

_ 
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assist in temporary-type construction to house as many of the additional 

stations as is determined to be possible after the project personnel 

arrive at the site. These reductions in stations were made necessary 

because the present Holmes and Narver workload precludes their 

construction in time to meet the M-7 deadline. 

During June a decision was made to drop the plan of using free- 

floating life floats in the immediate sea areas surrounding the atoll. . . 

h linited number of Ran buoys may be substituted for tne floats. 

Discussion concerning the availability of logistic support for the Dan 

buoys p&se of the projects still ihas not been resolved. ~_ 

PxXX!~ 6 BUST IW~zi~s 

During Operation Tumbler-Snapper many of the projects in this 

progrem checked their equipment and the feasibility of the methods 

planned for Operation WY. Sandra Corporation checked most of their 

gauges and work is continuing on &&ge development. 

Preliminary data on the gun experiment (Project 6.2) were good. 

Project personnel 

and p2otographing 

been delegated as 

Project 6.44~ 

TInis project will 

have visited Dahlgren several times for test firing 

of bursts of smoke siells. Mr. Daiel Seacord has 

Project Officer 6.2 by Mr. P'rancis Porzel. 

has been transferred to Mr. H. E. Grier of EW. 

observe water-wave motion in the lagoon near the 

islands as a function of time. T'ne motion will be recorded photographi- 

cally by X&G. r'our 16-mm motion-picture cameras with wide-angle 

, lenses and a running time of about 15 minutes will be used. They will 
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be located on Rngebi, Rojoa, Runit, and Parry. The water in the field 

of view will be marked with floats and beach poles will be erected at 

tine shore line. 

During this period it was determined that Sax&La would not 

the microbarographic measurements (Project 6.6). This project 

perform 

necessitated a considerable amount of instrumentation exterior to the 

U. S. Protectorate territory. A subsequent conference be-en Drs. 

Graves and Ogle led to the decision that all instrumentation would be 

accomplished within the limits of tne above-mentioned protectorate to 

preclude the possibility of political complications. As the evaluation 

of tLe information received from the limited microbarograph instrumenta- 

tion tzus implied would be inconclusive, the project was G&celled. ,-- _. 

Measurement of underwater pressures across tne lagoon (Project 
i 

6.'i'a) by the Bureau of Snips ias been dropped completely. Measurements 

of under-water pressures in deep water has been dropped by the Bureau 

of Sllips. Zowever, it is understood t-hat the Naval Research Laboratory 

is interested in making the deep water measurements if arrangements can 

be made in time. The office of Naval Research is investigating the 
/ 
! f L ‘; 

latter possibility. _,. i i.1. ) ; (-.e.-, , __- +,..p? ;-cq I wii! ;s ) i c. 

Project 6.8 has been dropped on the 

during the Tumbler-Snapper operation. 

Work ‘has started on the design of a 

densitometer to be used in Project 6.9. 

basis of the experience 

final model of the beta 

Tunis design will resemble the 

. type that proved successful during the recent bomb tests at Nevada. 

Certain radical changes are required in this new model; these changes 
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evolve from a dimensional difference in a new set of strontium 

sources, t:hat have been ordered from Oak Ridge, as well as practical 

field experience wit? the device during the tests. 

Tine ship on which the telemetering station for Project 6.~. 

is to be located has been requested for amilability on the West 

Coast for inspection purposes in mid-July. This inspection is 

required by the project contractor (E&ific Division, Bendix 

Aviation Corporation) to locate the four antennas required. Some 

modification on the vessel will probably be required to accomodate 

ti;ese antennas. Tee decision to drop tie MOTS stations due to 

operational difficulties arising in regard to the predicted location 

of tile Task ;i'orce at shot time has removed a major portion of the 

Holmes and Marver construction required for this project. 
‘- 

Project 6.12 ixs been dropped since no feasible method of 

accomplisihment could be determined in tie limited tFme available. 

A new project, Project 6.13 - "Measurement of Free-Air Freseures 

by Rocket P:zotography" , proposed by AFSWP is being considered. The 

measurement of free-air pressures by means of photographing smoke 

'trails produced by rockets is considered to be both desirable and 
. 

feasible by the scientific task group. It is understood that if 

approved, tile Naval Ordnance Iaboratory will undertake this experi- 

ment at an estimated cost of $30,000. It will be necessary.for NOL 

to supply all of tine personnel necessary to conduct this experiment 
_- 

with the exception of two or three Holmes and Namer persoMel who 

*EST AVAILABLE copy 
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could be made available at the Pacific Proving Ground. Edgerton, 

Germeshausen and Grier, Inc., are prepared to take the associated 

photographs. A detailed proposal from NOL on this measurement is 

being awaited. 

PROGRAK 7 LONG-FUUGE DETECTION 

Experiments conducted 

again the existence of tiie 

with a nuclear detonation. 

during Operation Tumbler-Snapper verified 

electromagnetic disturbances associated 
. . 

It was also shown that these signals 

are such ti3a-t they are capable of reception at considerable 

distances. Further measurements at Operation Ivy are necessary to 

determine tie ctiaracteristics of the signal and signal-receiving 

equipment whit:; may be used in long-range detection of foreign 

nuclear eqlosions. 

In planning for Operation Ivy, Program 7 will establish a small 

detactiment in the Zniwetok area to provide necessary liaison with 

Task ?orce agencies and to collect and transmit data to AFOAT-1 

Xeadquarters in Washington. In addition, the detachment will 

maintain a current presentation of certain elements of the normal 

Atomic Energy Detection System operations which are of interest to 

JTZ' 132 and will prepare such routine and special reports of this 

data as are required. 

Since the principal on-site efforts are in connection with the 

processing of samples collected by tne aircraft operations of TG 

132.4, the principal headquarters of Program 7 will be located at 

Kwa jalein. Tnis group will have a four-fold miSSiOn; (1) processing 
._ 
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of samples procured for MOAT-1 by TG 132.4 units, (2)' operation 

of the small field laboratory for preliminary counting of filter papers, 

(3) operational and teclhnical control of Project 7.6 activities at 

Wake and Tar-awe, and (4) coordination with TG 132.4 and Project6 1.3 

and 5.b on matters pertaining to sample collection. 

been 

Certain surface measurement requirements for Project 7.5 have 

approved by TG 1X2.1 and forwarded to JTF 132 with the request 
. . 

tnat these requirements be established with TG 132.3. These measure- 

ments include tile height and initial movement, after stabilization, of 

the visible debris and/or associated ice crystal cloud and are to be 

taken from two separated surface (ship) locations within a 500mile 

radius of.ground zero. These measurement6 would be made by the ship's 

serology section personnel using regular meteorological tneodolites 

and weather radar equipment. 

TLe original plan for distant optical observations (Project 7.6) 

during Ivy operations envisioned two island stations, Wake and Kusaie, 

and two aircraft stations north of Eniwetok at about 600 miles and 
c- 

1,200 miles distant. TAis plan has been changed by eliminating the 

aircraft stations, and changing the soutnern location from Kusaie 

to Tarawa. These CiLanges were proposed because (a) experimentation 

during the Tumbler-Snapper operations indicated that the present 

equipment when operated in an aircraft during daylight presented noise 

fluctuations of an order t&t would obviate the reception of a signal 

at diStEUKe6, (b) best infOm&iOn to date is that there will be no 

night-time shots, (c) more complete weather information indicate6 that 

.: 
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Tarawa would be a better choice than Kusaie, and (c) technical 

considerations have resulted in the elimination of all other site8 at 

this range. Tnis proposal has been approved by JTF 132. 

PROGRAM 8 T?ERb'ii RADIATIONMEMUREMEXCS 

&I& of the prototype equipment planned for use in this program , 

by the Naval Research Laboratory was tested at Tumbler-Snapper. Eigh- 

speed photocell circuits were built at GIRL and operated euccesef’ully 

at Snapper. 'Ihe bolometer chopper equipments used at Greenhouee were 

modified to give a smaller time constant and operated successfully at 

Nevada. Tne rebuilt high-speed.spectrographe used at Greenhouse 

performed satisfactorily with a resolving time of 2psec. It is con- 

sidered that equipment to be used in this program performed very well 

at Levada and few modifications will be required for Operation Ivy. 

An additional station Lhas been added to Project 8.1. That 

station will be on the coral head for King Shot and is required in 

order to increase t!le probability of obtaining the vital data as to 

total tlzermal radiation from that shot. The problem of cloud cover 

is a serious one, and the likelihood of having a wisp of cloud between 

t:le top of the fireball and the 

of thermal data on tLLs shot is 

be fired under these conditions 

detector is real. Since the'value *- 

very high, and another device may not 

for a long time, the extra insurance 

given by such a station, is certainly worthwhile. 

At Mike Shot it is proposed to operate on Elugelab and at a 

location as close to zero as feasible. Two 250-w, 110-w spotlights 

. 
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and one 500-w spotlight will be directed toward the optics stations 

on Engebi, Eiijiri, and Parry. These spotlights will be used for 

trie alignment of optical equipment. 

In connection wit3 the Ug Shot it is desirable to measure the 

atmospheric transmission from the height of the air burst to the ground 

and ttle following procedure is planned: a 124n.-diameter Navy sig- 

nelling searchlight modulated at 60 cycles will be mounted at Aniyaakii 

and Land directed toward a tielicopter flying either over tie north 

end of Parry or Biijiri. Mounted in the helicopter will be a hand- 

directed tuned photoelectric receiver of sensitivity such that for 

t'ne distance worked, full scale on tne recorder attached to the 

receiver will correspond to 100 per cent transmission for the air path 

between the source and t-e receiver. Tine helicopter will fly at tine 

same altitude as that planned for the burst and will be used for this 

type of measurement 

the King Shot until 

The importance 

es& day in the period from minus 20 days before 

the day ofT_the shot. 

of the total thermal measurements at King Shot has 

justified an expansion of tine thermocouple program, and it is now 

planned to operate four thermocouples at Biijiri, four at Aniyaanii, 

and four at Parry. At Biijiri and Aniyaaaii, two separate power 

systems will be used: the local power to be supplied by Holmes & 

Ikrver, and a battery-powered motor generator started bn the -2 min 

timing signal. Each of these two types of power supply will drive tie 

records for two thermocouples, one 

photoelectric galvanometer and the 

potentiometer. 

recorder being a General Electric 

other a Leeds and Northrop recording 

e 
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PROGBAH 9 ELECTBO&iAGXETIC PHENOMENA 

Equipment and techniques to be used in this 

Ivy have been tested during Tumbler-Snapper. As 

program for Operation 

practicable, the 

results obtained are being used in instrumentation refinement. 

Mr. Gordon C. Arnold, Jr. has been assigned as Project Officer' of 

Project 9.4. 

PROW 16) TIHING A&D 7IRING . . 

Fdgerton, Germeshausen and Grier personnel plan & supervise tie 

installation of electronic equipment aboard the USS ESTES while tine 

skip is at &re Island S1=ipyard 

,Television gear and accessories 

1 July. 

during the early part of July. 

were to be shipped to Mare Island on 

The Release Tone Project (Project 10.2) has been added to this 

program. This project will be sponsored by the ARC and performed by 

Sandia Corporation under the 

release tone will be used to 

sequence timer on King Shot. 

direction of Mr. C. B. McCampbell. This 

furnish the starting signal to tine EG&G 

?BOGF%X 11 SRISIZC AID GEOLOGICAL SUBVRY 

Project 11.1 Soundings of the Ocean Side 

The hydrographic survey to determine 

of Eniwetok Reef 

the configuration of the 

ocean side of tine reef is now underway. The team has been at the 

Atoll for several weeks but the work has been delayed to some extent 

by the failure of some shipments to arrive. This includes recording 

cameras, fathometer paper, and spare parts for the 424% sounding 

boat. Requests for replacements have been made, and it is expected 

that the survey will be accomplished in the next few weeks. 

c 
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Mr. William Poster of the Eydrographic Office, assisted by 

Messrs. Grimm and Griffith6 of that office, is in charge of the 

Tile uss c0~0pa (AT?, commanded by Lt. Peterson, USN) is on hand 

survey. 

for 

conducting the survey. The Cocopa will act as mother ship to the 

42.ft boat, which will work close in to the ocean side of the reef 

to make tie soundings. 

irnile waiting for tne arrival of the missing supplies the team 

has been engaged in dressing up island targets set by Holmes add Namer 

survey crews for positioning the skip. Some additionLI targets have 

been set. Vertical profiles of t_:e reef will be taken at 5009yd 

intervals for a distance of 5 miles eitler 

inte,rvals of one mile around the remainder 

Froject 11.2 Scaled Ground Shock Tests 

way from Elugelab, and at 

of tne reef. 

T:ie field work for this project was completed in M&h snd April 

1952. Five high-explosive shots (Composition C2 and Tetrytol) 

equivalent to TX!? tonnages of 1, 5, 

at water level near the future shot 

recordings of t:se ground shock were 

. Runit, Rigili, and Enitretok. -- 

10, 15, and 20 tons were fired 

point on Elugelab. Seismic 

made at San Ildefonso, Engebi, 

A preliminary report on analysis of the seismic records has been 

received from ti?e U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The recorded 

ground motions were irregular, resembling earthquake motions, two 

successive wave cycles seldom being alike. 

An analysis of the records from one station which showed similar 

wave patterns for four of the five shots was made to determine relative 

r:+: :.-:. _ ._ 5.2 
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amounts of energy reaching the station. The validity of the results 

is open to question because of the large spread in the values. 

Average values for four of the shots are as follows: 

Size of Shot (tons) Relative Enerm 

5 1 
10 S-19 
15 10.24 
20 18.46 

A conclusion can be drawn from these figures that the energy 

reactiing a station is roughly proportional to the square of the ratios 

of shot size. 

Further analysis of t-le records will be made. (- 

Project 11.3 Deep Drilling to Base Rocks 

%e first drill hole (Station 1130) on Elugelab Island, was 

completed in 31 days at a deptil of 4,630 ft. Hard basement rock was 

encountered at 4,610 ft. A core barrel was then run in to obtain a 

sample of the basement rock. However, at 4,630 f't the core barrel 

stuck 'and could not be broken loose. The drill pipe was finally shot 

off at a depth 

logging of the 

accomplished. 

of 3,438 ft and tie hole was abandoned. Seismic 

Lole to the depth of the broken drill pipe is now being 

The very small percentage-of hard rock layers in the coral is 

notable. A rough field classification of the percentage of different 

layers drilled in a portion of the hole is given below: 
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Character of Layers ilard 

Depth 0-1000’ 
1000-2000' 
2000-3000' 
3000-4000' 

1; 

Average % 7 

FiXTll soft Cavity 

@8 99s 17 67 $' 

3: 41 96 z 
15 75 3 

A complete log of the drill hole will be available at the corn- 

pletion of the project. 

Arrangements have now been completed to drill a second hole 

(Station 1131) on Parry Island. Experience with drilling the first 

hole will reduce difficulties on the second and it is expected that 

ssm>les of the basement rock will be obtained. Furtnermore it is 

ex_pected that gaps in the drill record for tie first hole can be 

partially filled from the second. As of 30 June this second hole 
<- 

was 

a?>roximately 2,000 ft deep. Tile two drill holes wi3.l provide good 

control for interpreting the results of tne seismic refraction survey 

(,?roject 11.4) to be run by the Scripps Institution this fall. 

Tne possible tiird drilling location (Station 1132) on the coral 

head west of Runit has been abandoned because of the high cost of t.:e 

drilling program and the unavailability of additional funds. The 

Seabee team of two officers and 12 men have left Eniwetok to return 

to their duty stations. 'Ihe Navy pontoons of which the drilling 

platform was to have been constructed will be returned to Guam. 

Project 11.4 Seismic Refraction Survey 
-_ 

Russell Raitt will be in charge of the refraction survey to be 

conducted by the Scripps Institution. The surveywillbe made with 

two fleet tugs (ATA), one serving as the firing vessel, the other as 

the receiving station for the refracted seismic waves. Scientific 

personnel for the project will be drawn largely from Zne Scripps 

L 
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staff, although one Naval officer has been requested. (Note: Not aI.1 

of the scientific staff will be directly concerned with the Eniwetok 

survey, since this work is only a portion of a major oceanographic 

expedition on which the ships will be engaged this Fall.) 

Two seismic traverses will be run across the lagoon in a southeast- 

northmst and a northeast-southwest direction, each traverse extending 

seaward about 20 miles in each direction. The receiver ship will remain 
. . 

stationary while t-e firing skip will proceed along the traverse lines 

firing c?&rges in the water at intervals of about 1 mile. Firing across 

the lagoon will be continuous in to about the 200fathom line lagoonward 

of t>e islands. 

T:-e c?iarges 

fired at a dept;:: 

will vary from 1 lb to about 100 lb of ThT, these to be 

of about 100 ft. This will necessitate $.oiding the areas 

-zLere ?oTqer signal and timing cables lie on the bottom of the lagoon. 

in running tl:e traverses, precautions will have to be taken to avoid 

sl;allow unmarked coral heads in the lagoon. This will probably'require 

t:;e assistsnce of a Solmes and Sarver boat operator well acquainted wit‘n 

t5.e lagoon, and perhaps a Helicopter as forward lookout. The ships draw 

13 f-t of water. 

According to present information, one of the ships may not be avail- 

able until about t;le time of tine Mike Snot, so the survey may not be 

possible until after that shot, the time perhaps extending beyond the 

King Shot. (T ne survey will require about 8-10 days 
._ 

In tnis case radioactive monitoring will be required 
, 

vessels. 

working time. ) 

aboard the two 
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A problem as yet unsolved is the determination of the 

location of the ships during the survey. A list is being 

made of markers of all types which are expected to survive 

the shots. These, however, will not cover all of the area, 

especially the traverses out to sea. Inquiry will. be made 

of the possibility of determining location by radar , per- 

haps with the air search radar on Wwetok if its range is 

sufficient for a surface vessel. 

VIII. OPERATIONAL PLANNING 

A. General 

Upon completion of Operation Tumbler-Snapper in 

Nevada full attention has been focused on the forthcoming 

overseas tests, Operations Ivy and Castle. An operatioti 

concept for Ivy has been formulated by the scientifci,c task 

group and disseminated for further operational planning by 

other participating agencies. Some planning for Operation 

Castle, tentatively scheduled for September-October 1953, 

has been accomplished. This has been of a limited nature 

due to the immediacy of Operation Ivy. 

B. Operational Concept - Ivy (4) 

No changes have occurred in the basic planning aa 

to number of shots, dates, type of shots,,,and expected ybekls. 

Two shots will be conducted at Mniwetok Atoll in the Fall 

__ 

(4) 
Concept of TG 132.1 Forward Area Operations, J - ll689, 
dated 19 May 1952 (gince revised), 



0f 1952 with the first shot planned for 1 November 1952. The 

first device, Like Shot, is a test of a thermonuclear nature; 

the second shot known as King Shot 

will be detonated from a platform on Elugelab Island of the Eni; 

wetok Atoll,: while King Shot will be an air burst dropped from 

an aircraft over the northern end of Runit Island. 

During the pre-shot phase from 1 September to 15 Octo- 

ber 1952 it is expected that the bulk of the construction will 

be completed. Construction personnel will be phased out as 

soon as possible in order to reduce crowded conditions during 

the shot phase. During this period the task units of& 132.1 

will be displaced to the Forward Area. Other necessary activi- 

ties are the shipment and arrival in the Forward Area of the 

Mike components and the basic assembly of Mike completed - 

The cryogenic transport and plant facilities should be 

completely in place and fully operative. The positioning and 
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initial 

maximum 

calibration of instrumentation should be completed witi 

concentration on completion of critical diagnostic 

experimentation. The greatest number of personnel possible, 

consistent with completion of the mission, will be returned to 

the 21. The rehearsal day for Mike Shot @X-day) will be an- ’ 

nounced on or about 1 October l952. 

The Mike Shot phase may be considered as from 15 Octet 
. . 

ber to 5 November 1952. The final placement of instrumenta- 

tion and its calibration will be accomplished. The MX date 

determination for cryogenics, electronics, and Firing Party are 

contingent upon the decision to be made on or about 1 October. 

The final test preparation, the operation of critical base facil- 

ities, and instrumentation do not permit a full-scale evacuation 

rehearsal. However an evacuation exercise will be conducted simu- 

lating actual evacuation procedure tith task unit and project 

group representatives. Appropriate signs and placards will be 

prepared to use aboard each ship, small craft, and the beach; 

assembly areas KU be designated, gu&@s will be briefed, and c- 

small craft will be assigned. Again remaining personnel will be 

. 
screened to return to the 21 all those not essential to the accom- 

plishment of the final Eike phase. Certain personnel whose pre- 

sence in the Forward Area will not be required if device operations 

proceed smoothly, but who may be required if unpredicted difficul- 

ties arise, wi.IU be evacuated to Hawaii on an “on csll status”. 

. 
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Critical equipment will be evacuated between M - 4 and 

M - 1. Preparationsof facilities and equipment to be left ashore 

including the evacuation of certain equipment from the northern 

islands to Parry or Eniwetok will be made. Evacuation of major 

scientific equipment including dewars, telemetering trailers, and , 

photo trailers will. occur. The personnel will be evacuated to 

previously announced ships. It is expected that evacuation of 33.l 
. . 

except the Firing Party will be complete by sundown of M - 1 day. 

It is expected that the TC 132.1 Firing Party Coder 

kill assume complete operational control including control of 

ground security detachments of northern islands with the Command 

Post established on the shot island by 1200 of M - 2 day. The 

Parry IsLand Control Station check out is planned for 0900 on M - 1 

day. At 1330 the KLke device assembly is expected to be complete 

and cryogenic monitoring will continue on the shot island. At 1630 

the cryogenics plant will be secured. At 1700 a destroyer is plan- 

ned for location off Elugelab for evacuation and emergencies of the 

Firing Party. Between 2200 and a00 television and electronic 

check outs will be conducted with the USS Estes on final station. 

From 0000 to 0330 the Firing Party will complete the Mnal Mike 

check list. From 0330 to 0430 the Firing Party will evacuate the 

shot island and proceed to Parry via destroyer. Prom 0430 to 0530 

craft from the destroyer will proceed from Parry to the freight 

pier at Eniwetok to evacuate the Loran detachment while the Firing 

t 
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Party completes the 

a DD boat will pick 

the Estes by 0800. 

Estes. 

Parry Island check out. From 0530 to 0630 

up the Firing Party and rendezvous with 

The Firing Party will then transfer to the 

The basic firing mechanism for detonating the Mike 

device is a clock-activated system located on Elugelab. Depend- 

ing on the results o&extensive tests to be made prior to 1 . . 

October, the timing and firing sequence may be started by re- 

mote r-f contr31. The purpose of the tests is to insure that 

the remote system till be as safe as is humanly possible to 

make it. As an alternate to the remote starting, a straight 

clock-timed start is contemplated, i.e., with no r-f start con- 

trol. A safety switch in series with the arming and firing cable 

may be located on Parry Island in order to provide an additional 

safety feature for the Firing Party. Two television channel8 be- 

tween Elugelab and the USS Estes will present pictures of the 

cryogenics monitoring systems and the timing, power on, arming 

and firing circuits. Within these two Channel8 sufficient cro88 

channel information will be presented to provide a back-up should 

one channel go out or become unintelligible. In addition, a sep- 

arate radio channel is provided such that the firing @'stem can 

be stopped at any moment up to zero time. There are al.80 several 

"go-no got' interlock systems built into the firing circuit, any 

. 
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one of which can stop the firing operation and some of which 

temporary or delay-type systems, such as the Transmissometer 

which will stop the operation for rain but which till permit 

are 

it 

to proceed after passage 

will be ~Qockouts~~. The 

more serious trouble and 

of the rain. Other *'go-no goa systems 

operation of these interlocks indicate 

the operation must be delayed. A delay 

greater than 24 hours automatically means a &day delay because 

of the cryogenics problem. 

The success of several experiments is dependent upon the 

early recovery of records or samples. It is expected that every 

effort within the ?&d-Safe limitations will be made to make these 

specific recoveries within the first 6 hours after shot time. 

Priorities will be established by the Scientific Deputy, JTF 132 

in coordination with the Conmmnder, Tc 132.1 based on the value 

of the respective scientific information involved. After this 

eqrly recovery no additional recovery will be permitted until 

M#l day, dependent upon Rad-Safe conditions. The early recovery 

operations will be helicopter only, with all recovery operations 

based from the Rendova. No recovery till be permitted during the 

hours of darkness. 

Those samples recovered from Eniwetok Atoll requiring rush 

delivery to laboratories in the 21 will be flown in aircraft. from the 
*- 

flight deck of the Rendova to Kwajalein and there transferred to 

I'sample return fl aircraft staged from Kwajalein to the 21 via Hickam. 

:: . : ‘.‘.’ 
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The jet aircraft radiochemistry samples collected at about 

Ht(2 hours and landed at Kwajalein at about H+4 hours will be 

packed for shipment and returned aboard sample return aircraft 

departing Kwajalein at about H{6 hours. It is not expected that 

the early samples recovered from Eniwetok Atoll will be returned . 

to Kwajalein in tine to be shipped with the radiochsmistry 

s23ples. 
. . 

It is hoped that Parry island will be reactivated to a 

limited degree after* P5ke Shot and the task group will move 

ashore for messing and billeting. It is reasonable to assume 

that with favorable weather conditions debarkation from ships to 

Parry and Esliwetok Islands can be accomplished by Mike plus 

seven days. OnQ those personnel needed for continued recovery 

operations, for King Shot instrumentation, and for the necessary 

construction maintenance, and housekeeping functions of Holmes 

and Narver will be returned ashore for 

exists. It is e-ected that all other 

to the ZI. 

The King Shot irstrumentation 

living if such a condition 

personnel will be returned 

till be ready Zr final 

installation and calibration prior to Mike Shot. The length of 

time after Uke Shot for final installation and calibration will 

be dependent upon the damage to wiring, the initial. preparation of 

instrument stations , and upon the F&d-Safe conditions which af- 

feet general re-entry for this work. 



I 

The Iiing X-ray Shot is a rehesmal for King Shot ad 

m till be a full-scale rehearsal, as’ far as prac- 

ticable, for all instrumentation. This rehearsal will require 

personnel evacuation of all islands north of Parry. There hill. 

be no evacuation to ships for this rehearsal. 

Personnel not essential to she accomplishment of the 

final King Shot phase will be returned to the 21. Equipment to 

be left ashore and island facilities will be prepared for the 

expected blast and thermal effects. Due to the special electronic 

system for providing timing signals for operation of certain 

diagnostic measurement equipment, it 

number of personnel remain ashore on 

personnel will be evacuated from the 

is necessary that a limited 

Eniwetok Island. All other 

Atoll. 

In general recovery operations will 

covery operations for Eike Shot but probably 

in shorter intervals of time. 

that outlined for FLike Shot. 

roll-up,: and continued island 

the AEC and the Services xill. 

Sample return 

be similar to re- 

can be effected with- 

will be similar to 

after King Shot. 

c. Evacuation 

On 10 June 

Re-entry for final data collection, 

maintenance by supporting forces of 

be effected as soon as pzssible 

1952 a conference was held at IDS Alamos for 

Rep&t of Evacuation Plans Conference, J - I.2372 
dated 24 June 1952. 
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the purpose of discussing Ivy evacuation planning in so far as 

such plans aredependent on effects predictions of blast, therm& 

water waves, and radiological conditions. Among those present at 

the conference were Raj. Gen. Clarkson and a number of represent- 

atives of JTF-132, CDR Baird of TG 132.3, Dr.Roger Revelle from 

Scripps Institution of Oceanogr’aphy, Mr. D. I,. Namer, Cr., and 

other representatives of Holmes and Narver, lrr. Paul Spain of the 

AX, Rniwetok Field Office, kr. Roger’ Warner of Cambridge Corpora- 

tion, Col. Jacles W. Thomson and other representatives of TG 132.4, 

Dr. ZverettCox of Sandia Corporation, as well as a number of re- 

presentatives of the Ios Alamos Scientific Laboratory and TG 132.1. 

As a result of this conference important policy decisions regarding 

evacuatior; planning were reached. 

Parry and Eniwetok Islands should be very minor. Such preczutfon- 

ary Measures as are ,-easonably easy to take - labor-wise, time- 



wise , and economy-wise should be taken. 

Regarding thermal precautionary measures it was con- 

cluded that none would be required on Parry and Eniwetok. It 

was felt that the thermal effects would 

cle tires nor have any effect on. vapors 

storage tanks. 

not damage motor vehi- 

coming out of gasoUq 

Predicted water waves for various islands follow: 

Engebi, 100 ft; Rojoa, 50 ft; Runit, 30 ft; Japtan, 17 ft.; 

Parry, 17 ft; and Zniwetok, 16 ft. Breakers will be twice size 

but not dangerous at Zniwetok, Parry, or Japtan. The amount of 

yield above 5 megatons has no effect since the size of the wave 

is linlited by thedepth of the lagoon. After three or four waves 

the size falls off rapidly. It was not expected that Eniwetok, 

Parrs, or Japtan 1Ll3 be covered by wash. A recorrnnended pre- 

caution was that small boats be hauled up on a 9-ft-high beqch. 

A more practical solution presented was that of anchoring the 

craft in deep water not less than 50 ft. 

Tne maximum expected fall out on Eniwetok and Parry with 

the wxst probable wind condition is delayed airborne contsmina- 

tion that could raise the level of the island to &/hr after 10 

hours. The Rad-Safe limits of exposure is 0.3r/week on a life-time- 

basis. The total allobable one-time dosage for Ivy is 3r measured 

gamma only with special provision for pilots of sampling aircraft c- 



of 20r measured gamma only. A one-time dosage of 2Jr is cur- 

rently used in civil defense concepts of operations but is not 

applicable as a general guide in Ivy rinless as an accident. 

However, no one is expected to be exposed to radiation rates 

approaching Ir/hr. If such levels as these should be experienced 

on the islands of Eniwetok and Parry, a level of 4r/hr after 10 

hours does not actually decay very rapidly according to calculi- 

tions for such d. elayed Tall 

perience, it has been found 

showers, etc.) of such fall 

bj- more than .50 per cent in 

. . 

out. Howwer, from actual field ex- 

that weathering (i.e., wind, rain 

out on the ground reduces the levels 

one day oc accordLng to taM.es: 

10 hours,&; 20 hours, 2r; 40 hours, lr; and 80 hours, 0.5r. 

Little hill be gained by covering large regular objects 

since when the re-entry can be attempted for persons, levels of 

raciiaticn on the eqcripment will in general be low. However, where 

equipment oper to airborne contamination is complex, such as radio 

consoles, power control banks, or motor generators, fall out con- 

tamination can be materially reduced from collecting in such inac- 

cessible spots by some covering. Hoods, when closed, on vehicle 

engines should suffice to reduce oily, greasy surfaces from collec%- 

ing and holding contaC.nation after all other surrounding areas 

have bathered down to insignificant levels. 

In general, the group recommended that common sense rules 

should govern in trying to reduce man hours to be spent in decon- 

c- 



taminating inaccessible spoas where personnel must later 

work, and this should be balanced against cost of manpower 

and material in preventing contamination. Salvage canvas, 
, 

where available, was recommended to cover equipment which 

has inaccessible spots whichare likely to collect airborne 

fall-out and which will be difficult to decont&inate. 

. . 

c- 
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D. Operational 

Nest of the operational requirements 

. :-.r--_--_- I-‘_ 

.-- -..._.___ _ 

,__. .._. _~ 

3equirements - Aircraft and Ships 

vessels for Operation Ivy scientific programs 

and requested from the Joint Task Force. The 

for aircraft and naval 

have been determined 

various modifications 

required for aircraft participating in the scientific experiments 

have been coordinated with TG 132.4. Certain ship modifications 

have been requested and are presentljr being carried out at the 

Kare Island kaval S:-lipyard. It is considered that except for 

last-minute revisions the operational requirements for both aircraft 

an-5 ships are firm and no difficulty is expected. Most of the modi- 

fications are ;?resentl;. being performed and are expected to be com- 

#eted prior tc movemen-; to the Fonrard Area. 

P 4. Zadiclogical Safet: 

Studies of the scientific and military programs of Operation 

1~:; indicate a lar;e demand for helicopter recovery and radiological, 

safe+- surve;i curing periods when 1 high contamination is expected. 

I; has been recommended that additional helicopter pilots be made 

availa-cle because of the fact that helicopter pilots WJ receive 

radiation dosage approaclr,ing the maximum permissible levels. 

F. Technical Photogaphy 

A new requirement for photographic documentation of gross 

damage effects on 

has been approved 

photographjo is to 

structures on the 

i;o the DepartneW 

Department of Defense structures and other items 

by the Joint Task Force. The purpose of this 

determine the gross effects on the existing Army 

island of Engebi 

of Defense. TWO 

-!a- 

and on other items of interest 

representatives of the Office, 
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Cllie? of Engineers will require still photographs of the existing 

J_ry&,‘ structures prior to the shct and after the shots. The results 

0: tkese photogap& fill be comnared vith the IVJ Pressure vs Time 

an: -Lie Ground 14otlon projects to determine the gross, effects of 

tile blast wave that emanates from the shots. "Before" photographs 

Vi11 te taken by Task iinit 2 during the summer under the super- 

vision of the OC3 representatives. After completion of the "before" 

$oto;;raphy the OCZ personnel will leave the Forward Area until 

rtcalled, . w:n_eq A&_Sa-?e cor,i. i + ’ __.,Uions permit,.. to supervise the taking 

-,n -:_ v- c__e 11 after" g:;~t~;L-2~ilS ‘2;; 7j;ss'~ Unit ij, 'This documentation 

.-: -, ..A,, ::ct invclve any construction or instrumentation. It will 

-;_-r_-_-,. ,...bl.'Z a?proxl=,__, * -ApT-; yo sZ ill 113otographs, the support of two 

Lz;i-;iduals fc: a>pro~imatel;.- tic monttis in the Eniwetok area, and 

- ,. c e.;-yJ~+ o' a 7-_ I.__ __ - I _ ;'ii:e 1 ,"1BOl_t. I- Ls estimated that 10,000 dollars 

cs e:.:-;r-a --..7=,c _-J- _ 
_ U--r-L. .._;_ Le neecec i'or 1 tiie cost of film, travel, and 

re-scr .z. 

._) 

.a- . ,Dla;~+;_ _'ir .x.3 152.1 >_.-z<\-i_lles cn Islands Other Than 

A nee.;in; v~z hei 2% Lcs Alaoos on 14 Liaj- 1952 to discuss 

L :_ rep.A:remests of ,__e SC1 * er__t l-r’ic t2Gk 70~2 on islands otker than 

z?+we-bo'- __L I.. Jepresentazive; of JTF 132, TG 132.4, Scripps Institution 

ci’ Oceanopapk;: Sznca Fe Qeretions Office, Sandia Corporation, and 

( ‘1 Lezter from C,iG 132.1 to CJFr' 132, 
Gy2ier "l:ar, zniwetoh", J _ 

"Xequirements on Islands 
16% dated 17 May 1352 
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IC iS2.1 were in attendance. In addition to establishing requirements 

iY was -,r,e aLn of t:;e group to decide on the mechanics for arrang- 

-; r ,_ -' .i c ---,; _.A_” support. Specific islands discussed included Kwajalein, 

Sikini, Ponape, Piaj.xo, Kusaie, Guam, 

:ru;_, 

k SeLrl;: complete listing of 

Johnston, Midway, Wake, and 

requirements was agreed upon. 

Lest requiremen-Ls incluZed determination by project of hougsing, 

c$fice space, construction, transportation, communications, power, 

Zad-Safe needs. 

responsible for 

and the Weather 

It was agreed 

providing as 

IslanLs of 

CoxxnZer, JTF 132 would 

;:eeT:_er Isla:L IS? if the material could be made ready 

was also a--$-e& 'that 'YG 132.1 would provide vehicles on 

meet requirerients 0tLer t:han occasional use of the 

space requiremen,c of i?G 132.1 on Kwajalein have been 

SEST AVAlLABLE COPY 



coordinated with TC 132.4. At present these include six pre- 

fabs for office and l&oratory space and a I2 x 12 ft tent with 

roll-up sides to be used for equipment storage. A parking area 

has been requested next 

effort is being made to 

imum due to the crowded 

tc the laboratory for vehicles. Every 

keep requirements on Kwajalein to a min- 

condition expected. 

(91 

Some preliminary planning has been done in regard to Oper- 

ation Castle, tentatively scheduled for September-October 1953. 

Infoxxation available at the present time has been disseminated 

for staff guidaxe. 

Certain basic information; available at this t&e n;ay be sum- 

marized. The Department of the Army will continue as executive 

agent and General. Clarksonwill continue as Joint Task Force 

Commander for Operation Castle. Tine Commander, JTF 132, is pre- 

paring a report for the Joint Chiefs of Staff outlining the 

Castle milittr-y participation program. The report will recom- 

mend approval of the following principles: (1) That'sertain 

critical personnel and equipment be returned to their respective 

Services durlrlg the ivy-Castle transition period. Tnis would 

include drop and instrumentation aircraft, security veusels and 

aircraft, and other components in similar categories. (2) That 

appropriate troop elements and equipment be retained in the For- 

ward Area. This would include those components necessary for 

General Concept - Operation Castle, J - I.2350 
dated 23 June 1952.- 
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atoll 

ticns 

transportation base support, mintenance and commnica- 

services and security. (3) That JTF 132 task force and 

task group staffs be retained to plan Castle, with norm1 rota- 

tion of personnel as required. (4) That the Services, in pro- 

graming for Castle consider the reassignment to JTF 132 of 

those ships and aircraft modified and instmented for Ivy 

substantial esenee. 

at 

Operation Castle may involve testing as many as three fis- 

si-n expertinental weapons of the order of 50 kilotons 
e 

One of the fission-type weapons may be air dropped. If possible, 

simultaneous preparations will be made for each shot in order to 

pemit optimum use of favor.able weather conditions. Present 

preference is to test tne themonuclear device last. 

Even if post-Iv&v- radiation levels should permit early con- 

struction on the northern islands 04 miwetok, and significant 

damage to base facilities does not occur, testir$ one themo- 

nuclear and several fission weapons during one operation at 

tiniwetok preser,ts explications i;, construction and time. There- 

fore present planning conteinplates the possible use of-Bikini 

for ttie Castle thermonuclear shot and R-Lwetok for the fission 

shots. Bikir,i presets liiititing factors for 

because of Bad-Safety comiderati-ns but has 

it is near ZrLwetok and tiinhabited. 

heather selection 

advantages in that 



The Castle e-wtinental programs will be at least as ex- 

tensive as snd probably greater in scope than IvyIs. A stfic- 

tural effects program will not be conducted on Bikini, but may 

be conducted on Eniwetok providing the desired structures can 

be erected in the liulited time interval between Ivy and Castle. 

The Wwetok-Bikini plan presents greater surface and air 

transiiort requirements as well as broader security problems, 

than Greenhouse and Ivy. A forward temporary camp to accommo- 

date a;proxim.ateiy 5;Jv illen and a C-47 air strip are contemiplated 

_... . . OL tilkini atn Zniwetok the main base of operations including 

air su;2port. Support required on Kwajaiein will be considerably 

less than that for Ivy. Other support requirements are: (i) 

;;ound-trip air and sclriace transportc.tion to be initiated as con- 

struction requirements dictate, on a schedule to be determined. 

(2) C-47, seaplane, liaison piane, and helicopter capabilities 

. 
at Bikini in a magnitude commensurate with Bikini base develop- 

Y 

1 

c 
ment. (3) A stevedoring company at Bikini capable of handling 

cargo ships from tiir;etok and 21. (4) An AGC t>Te shi? and the 

USS Curtiss wili be req: ired for firing control purposes, nuclear 

component storage, and transportation during the operational period 

at Zikini. (5) An LST, LSD, several LSUls, and a bo& pool in- 

ciuding DtiiW s, wiil be required at Bikini immediately following 

Ivg-. Tugs am barges will be required if piers are constructed. 

A preltiinary reconnaissance of Bikini is presently being 



conducted by personnel of Holmes and Narver in order that cost 

and s;l:;port estimtes may be made and to provide recomendations 

concerning a construction program &Ach, if approved, will pro- 

bably start in October lY52. 





3. CONTRABAND (cont.) 

binoculars, signaling devices (signaling guns or lights, flares, etc.) radio 
transmitters, fireworks, intoxicants, and narcotics. Cameras and binoculars 
may be stored in Honolulu in accordance with paragraph 13 below. 

4. PZRSONAL BAGGAGE 

Each individual is authorized sixty-five (65) pounds of personal baggage for 
travel overseas via military and/or commercial aircraft. Personal baggage in 
excess of this limitation may not be taken aboard military and/or commercial 
aircraft. Should an individual be required to carry official equipment, it 
must be requested by his supervisor and so authorized in his orders. However, 
individuals will not be granted an additional baggage authorization to carry -- 
additional personal baggage. 

5. UIY-.CCOKPtiIIED HOLD BAGGAGS 

Each individual is authorized to ship at government expense a certain amount 
of unaccompanied hold baggage. ILch officer and officer grade civilian is 
authorized three hundred fifty (350) pounds of such baggage and each enlisted 
man and enlisted grade civilian is authorized two hundred (200) pounds of such 
baggage. This baggage will in most instances be shipped via water transporta- 
tion. Hold baggage should be shipped approximately 6 weeks before it is 
required in the forward area. 

It is recommended that hold baggage be 
operational requirements. Rugged hand 
recommended. 

A bulletin of this headquarters, dated January 9, 1952, entitled "Transportation" 
contains the following instructions for marking of personal baggage for ship- 
ment.to the forward area: 

kept at an absolute minimum because of 
luggage of the military ~812~8s type is 

1. Footlockers and trunks will be stenciled on at least three (3) surfaces 
as follows: 

To: Port Transportation Officer (b) SFPE 
San Francisco, California 
FOGS - 132.1 
Name: let, Middle initial Iaet 
Grade (in case of military) 
Service Number (in case of military) 
Weight and cube 
Green "X" 

2. Duffel.bags, flying bags, bedding rolls, etc., will be stenciled as pre- 
scribed above, except each container will be marked only on one side. 
Rand baggage will be tagged. 

.- 

. 
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5. UNACCOMPANIED HOLD BAGGAGE (cont.) 

Baggage properly addressed, should be turned over to ti&ehlpping depa&rtent 
of your organization for shipent to the forward area. 

6. MAILING ADDRESS 

Tne following is the correct mailing address for various locaflone in the 
forward area. Each organization of TG 132.1 will receive notification of code 
and box number. 

For Eniwetok Island: 

Your Name 
c/o CTG 132.1 (code)* 
APO 187, c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

For Kwajalein: 

For Eniwetok Atoll other than 
Eniwetok Island: 

Your Name 
c/o CTG 132.1 (code)* 
APO 187 (HOW) P.O. Box 
c/o Postmaster 
'San Francisco, Cslifornia 

Your Name * Codes: 
c/o CTG 132.1 (code)* 

Show one of the following: 

FPO 8.24, c/o Postmaster 
Hq; Staff Section Number, 
NRL-K, USL, EC&G; ACC, 

San Francisco, California CRC, etc. 

Each individual should advise his dependents that in the event of an emergency 
they may contact the local chapter of the American Red Cross. If the emergency 
involves the need of immediate funds and the individual is a member of the 
armed forces, families may request assistance from the appropriate service 
emergency relief society nearest them. The following agencies are available 
and are normally located on or near a service installation: 

A. Army Emergency Relief Society 
B. Navy Relief Society 
c. Air Force Aid Society 
D. American Red Cross 

Emergency messages to personnel in the forward area 
rear ‘echelon of Task Group 132.1 at Los Alemoe, Hew 
service will be in charge of Mr. S. R. Whittier, TG 
Los Alamos, New Mexico, phone Los Alamos 2-5285. 

8. LIVING EXPENSES z FORWARD AREA 

will be transmitted by the 
Mexico. This urgency 
132.1, P. 0. BOX 1663, 

The charge for subsistence provided by Holmes and Namer at Enlvetok Atoll vlll 
be $1.50 per day. Officers and civilians being quartered and messed aboard 
Navy or MSTS ships will be required to pay a mea8 bill in the gnount stipulated 
by the mess regulations of the particular ship on which they are billeted. 
Enlisted men messing aboard ship will pay the established rate. 

4 _ 
1 - .7- 
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9. 

10. 

CIBCK GAMING FACILITIES 

Personal checks will not be cashed in the forward area. Traveler6 checks may 
be cashed at the Post Exchange, and postal money orders may be cashed at the 
post office located on Eniwetok Island. Travelers cheeks, certified checks, 
and cashier's checks of not over $50.00 each may be cashed by the camp 
operations contractor and used in payment of quarters end subsistence, ’ 

CLOTRING ANDEQUIPMENT 

The uniform for military personnel will be prescribed by JTF-132. and fill 
information will be issued at a later date;- The follting tju&e;ltiona are 
offered for both military and civilian personnel in planning their clothing 
and equipment requirements: 

-Uzifoxm (for military personnel) 
Light weight cotton trousers & shirts (for 

(Snorts and short sleeved shirts civilians) 
or T shirts are most canfortable 
after danger of sunburn is passed) 

High top work shoes 
Low shoes 
SwFrming trunks 

(Swimming fins, goggles or face mask, and 
breathing tube or "schnorkel" are also 
useful) 

G_ym shoes 
Shower or beach sandals 
Light raincoat 
Hat, sun helmet, or cap with visor 
Bath towels 
Sunglasses 
Extra pair corrective glasses 

11. LAUIu9RY SERVICE AT ENWETOK 

Laundry service will be provided for TG 132.1 pereonnel on m Island. Only 
a limited number of pieces can be finished for each person, and the balance 
till be returned without ironing or pressing. No dry cleaning service is 
available. There may be no laundry service provided for persons tmrerily 
quartered on Navy Ships, particularly transports. 

Sheets and pillow cases are furnished and laundered by the cwnp opersfions 
contractor. 

Recommended Amounts 

6 to 0 

6 to 0 

1 to 2 pair 
1 pair 
1 

1 pair 
1 pair 
1 
1 
4 to 6 
2 pair 
1 

, 

i . 



12. RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 

The following recreation facilities are expected to be available at Eniwetok 
Atoll: 

13. 

Moving pictures nightly, no charge for admission. 
Field library on Par5 Island and aboard ship. 
Clubs and a recreation center on Parry Island for all personnel. 
Athletic facilities together with coordinated sports program will 

be provided. 
Swimming in designated areas. 
Organized fishing and shell hunting trips. 

PERsoriAL cAI*m AND BINOCULARS 

If individuals desire to take their personal cameras and/or binoculars as far 
as Sawaii, the Holmes and Narver office, Rickam AFB, will arrange for comercial 
storage of these items at a small cost. As noted in paragraph 3 above, cameras 
and binoculars may not be taken west of Hawaii. Personnel traveling to Eniwetok 
via military ship should not plan on a stop over in Honolulu to handle these 
matters. Layover and shore leave (if any) at Honolulu is at the discretion of 
the Ship's Captain. 

14. LA'J&DRY AXD DRY CLEAKING STOMGE FACILITIES $J HONOLULU -- 

In the event individuals traveling by air desire to leave laundry and dry 
cleaning for processing and storage at Hickam AFB until they return, they may 
make appropriate arrangements through the Holmes and Narver office at Hickam 
AFB. This service will not be available to personnel traveling to Eniwetok 
via military ships unless the layover time is such that individuals are able 
to visit the Holmes and Narver office located at Nickam AFB. 

15. ~!ILITAl?Y RECORDS AND ALLIED PAPERS 

Mlitary personnel records (except pay records and flight records) of all 
officers and enlisted personnel of this group will be retained by the appro- 
priate unit in the ZI. Flight records will accompany rated personnel. Pay 
records may be carried to the overseas area by the Individual concerned, and 
delivered to the Finance Officer, Task Group 132.2, unless such individual 
desires to make appropriate financial arrangements to be paid by the ZI 
disbursing officer during his TDY overseas. 

16. COVERWENT DRIVERS LICEESE 

If you are going to drive vehicles in the forward area you are 'reminded to 
obtain a Government drivers' license prior to departure for Bniwetok. 
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17. HONOLULU HOTEL RESERVATIONS 

k. Rand of Holmes and Narver is prepared to obtain hotel accomodations for 
our personnel in Honolulu. The hotels' which Ho&es and Namer recommends 
are: 

A. Edgewater, price about $6.50 per night for single occupancy 

B. Niamalu, price about $7.50 per night for single ~occupancy 
c. Young, price about ,$5.00 per night for single occupancy 

Rates are slightly lower for 
. . 

a double room for 2 people. 

Requests for reservations should be sent direct to Mr. A. W. Hand, Holmes and 
Narver, Inc., 1109 Bethel Street, Honolulu 13, T. H. Special care must be 
taken to advise Mr. Hand in the event plans are changed after reservations 
are made. 

NOTE: A FINAL CHECK LIST AI4D SET OF INSTRUCTIONS WILL ACCOMPANY YOUR 

BY ORDER OF THE COMMANDER: 

DUNCAN CURRY, JR. 
c/s, TG 132.1 

OFFICIAL: 

ORDERS. 

A.Rra.ND w. KELLY 
Asst. C/S, J-1 


